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Abstract
Given a monoidal category C with an object J , we construct a monoidal
category C rJ_s by freely adjoining a right dual J_ to J . We show
that the canonical strong monoidal functor Ω : C Ñ C rJ_s provides
the unit for a biadjunction with the forgetful 2-functor from the 2-
category of monoidal categories with a distinguished dual pair to the
2-category of monoidal categories with a distinguished object. We
show that Ω : C Ñ C rJ_s is fully faithful and provide coend formulas
for homs of the form C rJ_spU,ΩAq and C rJ_spΩA,Uq for A P C and
U P C rJ_s.
If N denotes the free strict monoidal category on a single generat-
ing object 1 then Nr1_s is the free monoidal category Dpr containing a
dual pair ´ % ` of objects. As we have the monoidal pseudopushout
C rJ_s » Dpr `N C , it is of interest to have an explicit model of
Dpr: we provide both geometric and combinatorial models. We show
that the (algebraist’s) simplicial category ∆ is a monoidal full sub-
category of Dpr and explain the relationship with the free 2-category
Adj containing an adjunction. We describe a generalization of Dpr
which includes, for example, a combinatorial model Dseq for the free
monoidal category containing a duality sequence X0 % X1 % X2 % . . .
of objects. Actually, Dpr is a monoidal full subcategory of Dseq.
∗The authors gratefully acknowledge the support of Australian Research Council Dis-
covery Grants DE170100623 and DP190102432.
1
Introduction
From the higher categorical point of view, dual objects in monoidal categories are
a special case of adjoint morphisms in bicategories and so the concept basically
goes back to the counit-unit definition of adjunction due to Kan [9]. The special
case was made explicit for different uses by Kelly [10] and Saavedra Rivano [14].
A symmetric monoidal category in which every object has a dual, Kelly called
compact and Saavedra Rivano called rigid. Much later, without the symmetry
requirement and so requiring both a left and right duals, Joyal-Street [7] used the
term autonomous.
This project began by our seeking a construction which freely adjoined dual
objects to a given monoidal category C with some chosen objects to have the duals.
The existence was not in doubt. We wanted the construction to be sufficiently
explicit for us to prove various properties of it and its relationship to C . While
considering this, we came across the work of A. Delpeuch [5] in which he uses the
string diagrams as in the unpublished work [7] of A. Joyal and the second author
to construct the free autonomous (rigid) monoidal category AutonC on C : all
objects are given duals. He proves that the canonical functor C Ñ AutonC is fully
faithful. This was also one of our observations.
Since our constructions and techniques are quite different from those of [5],
we feel they should be of independent interest. Moreover, we deal with situations
where fewer duals are adjoined than in AutonC and we instigate the study of
general Hom sets in such categories. We shall now describe the contents of this
paper in more detail.
After a brief review in Section 1 of duality for objects in a monoidal category
and associated string diagrams, we describe in Section 2 a geometric model of the
free monoidal category Dpr containing a dual pair ´ % `. The objects are words in
the symbols ´ and ` while the morphisms are string diagrams. We should think of
these morphisms as in normal form since, when the string diagrams are composed
via vertical stacking, the result must be reduced to normal form by tugging (that
is, by applying the snake identities).
The goal of Section 3 is to present a non-skeletal combinatorial model of Dpr.
The objects are pairs pM,Sq where M is a finite linearly ordered set and S is a
subset; we think of M as the set of positions for the letters ´ and ` in the word
and S tells where there is a `. Morphisms pA,Bq : pM,Sq Ñ pN,T q consist of
subsets A ĎM and B Ď N , which tell the positions in the domain that are joined
to positions in the codomain by a string; there are conditions on pA,Bq.
In Section 4, we show that the (algebraist’s) simplicial category ∆ is a monoidal
full subcategory of Dpr and explain the relationship with the free 2-category Adj
containing an adjunction.
As an interlude, in Section 5, we generalize the construction of Dpr to include,
for example, a combinatorial model Dseq for the free monoidal category containing
a duality sequence X0 % X1 % X2 % . . . of objects.
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Section 6 constructs the free monoidal category C rJ_s adjoining a right dual
to a given object J in a monoidal category C . Section 7 proves the universal prop-
erty. Sections 8 proves that the canonical strong monoidal functor Ω : C Ñ C rJ_s
is full by appealing to the details of the construction. Sections 9 proves that
Ω : C Ñ C rJ_s is faithful by using a more transcendental argument. Section 10
provides formulas for some homs in C rJ_s other than those coming from C . In
Section 11, we demonstrate that adjoining a dual corresponds to taking a pseudo-
pushout with Dpr. In Section 12 we explain how our results extend to K-linear
categories. In Section 13 we discuss the link between our results and the principle
of autonomisation.
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1 Dual pairs
For the definition of monoidal category V (also called tensor category) see [6, 13,
8]. We use I for the tensor unit and b for the binary tensor product. We will
make use of the fact that every monoidal category is monoidally equivalent to
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a strict monoidal category (that is, one in which the associativity and unitality
isomorphisms are identities).
For a linearly ordered set M “ tm1 ă m2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă mku and Xm P V for all
m PM , we put â
mPM
Xm “ Xm1 bXm2 b . . .bXmk .
Duality for objects in V was defined in [14, 10, 7]. We will make use of the
string diagrams for monoidal categories as explained in [7, 8] except that we will
read from top to bottom rather than left to right or bottom to top.
A right dual for an object X of V is an object Y equipped with morphisms
ε : XbY Ñ I and η : I Ñ Y bX, called counit and unit, such that the composites
X
Xbη
ÝÝÝÑ X b Y bX
εbX
ÝÝÝÑ X and Y
ηbY
ÝÝÝÑ Y bX b Y
Ybε
ÝÝÝÑ Y (1.1)
are identities. As this is a special case of adjunction in a bicategory, we use the
notation X % Y and call this a dual pair. Here are the string diagrams expressing
that the composites in (1.1) are identities.
“ “
εε
η η
XX Y
X
Y
Y
X
Y
(1.2)
When there is no ambiguity, we denote counits by cups Y and units by caps X.
So (1.1) becomes the more geometrically “obvious” operation of pulling the ends of
the strings as in (1.3). These are sometimes called the snake equations.
“ “
X X Y
Y
X
Y
X
Y
(1.3)
Dualities tensor. If X % Y and Z %W then X b Z %W b Y ; the counit and
unit are the nested cups and nested caps as shown in (1.4).
X YZ W
XY ZW
(1.4)
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In particular, if X % Y then Xbn % Y bn with counit and unit given by n nested
cups and n nested caps.
If X % Y and A % B in V , recall that morphisms A Ñ X and Y Ñ B are
mates if they are exchanged under the bijection V pA,Xq – V pY,Bq.
We remind the reader that duals invert.
Proposition 1 ([14, 7, 4]). Suppose X % Y is a dual pair in a monoidal category
A . If σ : S ñ T : A Ñ V is a monoidal natural transformation between strong
monoidal natural transformations then the components σX and σY of σ are invert-
ible. Indeed, σ´1X is the mate of σY and σ
´1
Y is the mate of σX under the dualities
SX % SY and TX % TY .
A morphism pu, vq : pX,Y, ε, ηq Ñ pX1, Y1, ε1, η1q of dual pairs in V consists of
morphisms u : X Ñ X1 and v : Y1 Ñ Y in V such that ε1 ˝ pu b 1q “ ε ˝ p1 b vq;
see (1.5). In fact, u and v are mates under the dualities so determine each other.
This defines a monoidal category DpV of dual pairs in V .
“u v (1.5)
A monoidal category is called autonomous when every object has a left and a
right dual. The terms rigid and compact are all used in the literature to mean the
existence of duals. The free autonomous monoidal category on any autonomous
tensor scheme was described geometrically in [7]. The free autonomous monoidal
category on any monoidal category was described geometrically in [5]. Here we are
interested in combinatorial descriptions of related free monoidal structures.
2 Geometric model of Dpr
Our interest here is in the free monoidal category Dpr containing a duality pair of
objects. A presentation of this in terms of tensor schemes (in the sense of [8]) takes
the generating tensor scheme to have two objects ´ and ` and two morphisms
ε : ´` Ñ ∅ and η : ∅ Ñ `´ and subjects them to the snake equations. The
objects of Dpr are therefore elements of the free monoid t´,`u˚ on the two symbols
´ and `. As strings, each morphism consists of a sequence of nested cups on the
domain word, a sequence of nested caps on the codomain word, and lines between
the remaining symbols in the words without any crossings of lines, cups or caps.
The cups in the domain are directed from ´ to `, the caps in the codomain are
directed from ` to ´, and the lines are directed either from a ´ in the domain to
a ´ in the codomain or from a ` in the codomain to a ` in the domain. Diagram
(2.6) is an example of a morphism from ´´```´`´ to ```´´´; diagrams
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(2.7) and (2.8) give other examples.
´` ´
´´´
´´ ` `
` ` `
`
(2.6)
Composition is performed by vertical stacking followed by employing the snake
equations to straighten out the snaking into cups, caps and lines. For example, the
composable morphisms
p´ ` `´´´`´´``q ÝÑ p` ´´`´´´``´`q ÝÑ p` ´``´´´q
as shown stacked vertically in (2.7) have composite as shown in (2.8).
´ ` ´ ´ ´ ´ ´
´ ´ ´ ´ ´ ´
´ ´ ´ ´
` ` ` `
` ` ` ` `
` ` `
(2.7)
´ ` ´ ´ ´ ´ ´
´ ´ ´ ´
` ` ` `
` ` `
(2.8)
Remark 2. The string diagrams we have described are in “normal form”. Com-
position is done by vertical stacking and then moving to normal form. Readers
requiring a geometric model which accommodates the diagrams arising from ver-
tical stacking of the normal diagrams per se should see [7]. Winding numbers are
involved.
Remark 3. These string diagrams and their composition are much like those of
the Temperley-Lieb algebra [19] except that their directed nature prohibits the
creation of loops. They are also particularly non-tangled tangles as occurring in
[20, 16].
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3 Combinatorial definition of Dpr
A subset K of an ordered set M is an interval when a ď b ď c and a, c P K imply
b P K. For a, c PM , we have the interval ra, cs “ tb PM : a ď b ď cu.
Let S be a subset of a linearly ordered set M and let K be a finite interval in
M . We say that K is an S-cup [respectively, S-cap] when K has even cardinality
and S XK is a final [respectively, initial] segment of K containing exactly half of
the elements of K. Notice that, if K and L are both S-cups or both S-caps and
K X L ‰ ∅, then either K Ď L or L Ď K.
Suppose M and S are as above and a P M . We write aY for the element of
M for which the interval ra, aYs in M is an S-cup. Such an element aY may not
exist but it will if M is a union of S-cups and a R S. Similarly, we write aX for the
element of M for which the interval ra, aXs in M is an S-cap.
Example. If M “ tm1 ă m2 ă m3 ă m4u, S “ tm3,m4u then m
Y
1 “ m4 and
mY2 “ m3.
Suppose H ĎM and x, x1 PM . A sequence
x “ x0, x1, . . . , xn “ x
1
is said to be snaking in H out of x into x1 when xi P H for 0 ă i ă n and either
xm`1 “ x
Y
m or xm`1 “ x
X
m for 0 ď m ă n. We write x ùH x
1 when such a
sequence exists.
If M and N are linearly ordered sets and A Ď M , B Ď N are subsets of
the same cardinality #A “ #B then there is a unique order-preserving bijection
AÑ B; we call a P A and b P B cobbers when they correspond under this bijection.
We now describe a monoidal category Dpr which is equivalent to the geometric
version of Section 2. An object pM,Sq consists of a finite linearly ordered set M
and a subset S ĎM . Of course, we can also think of such an object as a function
χS :M Ñ t´.`u for which S is the inverse image of `.
A morphism pA,Bq : pM,Sq Ñ pN,T q in Dpr consists of subsets A Ď M and
B Ď N such that
(i) #A “ #B,
(ii) for all cobbers a P A and b P B, a P S if and only if b P T ,
(iii) A1 “MzA is a union of S-cup intervals in M ,
(iv) B1 “ NzB is a union of T -cap intervals in N .
The identity morphism of pM,Sq is pM,Mq : pM,Sq Ñ pM,Sq.
The composite
pM,Sq
pE,F q
ÝÝÝÑ pP,Uq “ ppM,Sq
pA,Bq
ÝÝÝÑ pN,T q
pC,Dq
ÝÝÝÑ pP,Uqq
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is defined by
E “ tx P A : the cobber y P B of x has y ùB1XC1 y
1 with y1 P Cu
Y tx1 P A : the cobber y1 P B of x1 has y ùB1XC1 y
1 with y P Cu
and
F “ tz P D : the cobber y P C of z has y ùB1XC1 y
1 with y1 P Bu
Y tz1 P D : the cobber y1 P C of z1 has y ùB1XC1 y
1 with y P Bu .
The intersection of the two sets whose union gives the definition of E contains
precisely those x P A whose cobber y P B is also in C. The intersection of the two
sets whose union is F contains precisely those z P D whose cobber y P C is also in
B. The sets E and F have the same cardinality: the cobber in F of an x P E in
the first set of the union is the cobber in D of the y1 P C while the cobber in F of
an x1 P E in the second set of the union is the cobber in D of the y P C.
The complement E1 of E is a union of S-cups; indeed, we have the disjoint
union
E1 “ A1 Y tx, x1 P A : the cobbers y, y1 P B of x, x1 have y ùB1XC1 y
1 u .
Similarly,
F 1 “ D1 Y tz, z1 P D : the cobbers y, y1 P C of z, z1 have y ùB1XC1 y
1 u .
Proposition 4. A morphism pA,Bq : pM,Sq Ñ pN,T q in Dpr is invertible if and
only if A “M , B “ N .
The tensor product for Dpr is defined by componentwise ordinal sum which we
denote by `. So
pM,Sqb pM1, S1q “ pM `M1, S`S1q and pA,Bqb pA1, B1q “ pA`A1, B`B1q .
We write n for the ordinal t0, 1, . . . , n ´ 1u. The unit for this tensor product is
I “ p0,∅q.
We shall now distinguish a dual pair in Dpr. We have two objects ´ “ p1,∅q
and ` “ p1, t0uq of Dpr. Then ´ b ` “ p2, t1uq and ` b ´ “ p2, t0uq. Put
ε “ p∅,∅q : ´ b` Ñ I and η “ p∅,∅q : I Ñ `b´. It is an easy exercise in the
definition of composition in Dpr to see that the composites (1.1) (with X “ ´ and
Y “ `) are identities. So ´ % `.
Every object of Dpr is uniquely isomorphic to one of the form pn, Sq. For every
finite linearly ordered setM , we have pM,∅q % pM,Mq in Dpr by tensoring ´ % `
#M times.
Let us call elementary those morphisms in Dpr of the form
p∅,∅q : pM,Sq Ñ pN,T q
where M and N are not both empty.
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Proposition 5. Every morphism of Dpr is uniquely of the form
f1 b e1 b f2 b e2 b . . .b ek´1 b fk
where f1, . . . , fk are invertible morphisms and e1, . . . , ek´1 are elementary mor-
phisms.
Proof. Take any morphism pA,Bq : pM,Sq Ñ pN,T q of Dpr. Then we can write
A “ K1 `K2 ` . . . Kk and B “ L1 ` L2 ` . . . Lk where the Ki are intervals in M
which are maximal as subsets of A, the Lj are intervals in N which are maximal as
subsets of B, and if a P Ki in A has cobber b P Lj in B then i “ j. For 1 ď i ă k,
let Ei Ď A
1 consist of all the elements between Ki and Ki`1 and let Fi Ď B
1 consist
of all the elements between Li and Li`1; not both are empty or else Ki and Ki`1
or Li and Li`1 would intersect. Then we have fi : pKi, SXKiq Ñ pLi, T XLiq and
ei : pEi, S X Eiq Ñ pFi, T X Fiq as desired.
For monoidal categories A and V , write StMongpA ,V q for the groupoid of
strong monoidal functors from A to V and monoidal natural isomorphisms. Write
DpgV for the subcategory of DpV consisting of all the objects but only the invert-
ible morphisms.
Proposition 6. For any monoidal category V , the functor
StMongpDpr,V q ÝÑ DpgV , Φ ÞÑ pΦ´ % Φ`q
is an equivalence of groupoids.
Proof. Take a dual pair X % Y in V . Define Dpr
Φ
ÝÑ V on objects by
ΦpM,Sq “
â
mPM
Zm
where Zm “ X for m R S and Zm “ Y for m P S. Define Φ to take invertible
morphisms (see Proposition 4) of Dpr to identity morphisms in V . In accord with
the desire for Φ to be a strong monoidal functor, a nested cup I Ñ pM,Sq with
#M “ 2h must be taken to the counit of Xbh % Y bh. A nested cap pN,T q Ñ I
with #N “ 2k must be taken to the unit of Xbk % Y bk. The effect of Φ on a
general morphism is then forced by Proposition 5. The fact that Φ preserves com-
position follows from the snake equations for the dual pairs Xbk % Y bk. Clearly
the functor of the Proposition takes this Φ to X % Y .
4 Relationship to the free adjunction
The 2-category freely generated by an adjunction was first considered in [1] with
an explicit model Adj described in [15]. The 2-category Adj has two objects which
we will now denote by 5 and 7. The hom category Adjp5, 5q is the usual algebraist’s
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∆: the objects are the finite ordinals n “ t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ n´1u and the morphisms order-
preserving functions. The hom category Adjp7, 7q is the category ∆J,K: the objects
are the non-empty ordinals n and the morphisms order-preserving functions which
preserve first and last elements. The hom category Adjp5, 7q is the category ∆J: the
objects are the non-empty ordinals n and the morphisms order-preserving functions
which preserve last elements. The hom category Adjp7, 5q is the category ∆K: the
objects are the non-empty ordinals n and the morphisms order-preserving functions
which preserve first elements. Composition is described in [15]; in particular, the
composition functor
Adjp5, 5q ˆAdjp5, 5q ÝÑ Adjp5, 5q
is ordinal sum, the tensor product of the monoidal category ∆; and composition
Adjp7, 7q ˆAdjp7, 7q ÝÑ Adjp7, 7q
is the result of transporting ordinal sum across the duality ∆op » ∆J,K, n ÞÑ n` 1.
For a monoidal category A , we write ΣA for the one object bicategory whose
hom category is A and whose composition is the tensor product of A . In particu-
lar, we have the bicategory ΣDpr which contains the adjunction ´ % `. Therefore,
there is a pseudofunctor
Θ : Adj ÝÑ ΣDpr (4.9)
taking the generating adjunction in Adj to ´ % `.
In order to study the image of Θ, we distinguish some objects of Dpr. We call
pM,Sq alternating when, for all consecutive elements a, b P M , we have a P S if
and only if b R S. Notice that any S-cup or S-cap in such an M can only have
cardinality 0 or 2.
Let us look at the effect of Θ on the endomorphism hom of 5 P Adj. This is
a strong monoidal functor Θ5,5 : ∆ Ñ Dpr. The object n of ∆ is taken to the
alternating object p2n,Evnq where Evn “ t0, 2, . . . , 2n ´ 2u consists of the even
elements of 2n. The surjection σi : n` 1 Ñ n in ∆, which identifies i and i` 1, is
taken to pdei,2n` 2q : p2n` 2,Evn`1q Ñ p2n,Evnq where dei is obtained from
2n` 2 by deleting 2i ` 1 and 2i ` 2. The injection Bi : n Ñ n` 1 in ∆, which
does not have i in its image, is taken to p2n, faiq : p2n,Evnq Ñ p2n` 2,Evn`1q
where fai is obtained from 2n` 2 by deleting 2i and 2i` 1.
B2 : 4 ÝÑ 5σ2 : 5 ÝÑ 4
` ´ ` ´ ` ´ ` ´
` ´ ` ´ ` ´ ` ´ ` ´` ´ ` ´ ` ´ ` ´
` ´ ` ´ ` ´ ` ´ ` ´
(4.10)
We define Θ on general morphisms of ∆ using the following notation from [11]. For
each morphism ξ : mÑ n in ∆, we put
ξℓ “ ti Pm´ 1 : ξpiq “ ξpi` 1qu and ξr “ tj P n : j R imξu .
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Notice that ξℓ “ ∅ means that ξ is injective and ξr “ ∅ means that ξ is sur-
jective. In general, ξ is determined by pξℓ, ξrq. We have that Θpξq “ pAξ, Bξq :
p2m,Evmq Ñ p2n,Evnq is defined by
A1ξ “ t2i` 1, 2i ` 2 : i P ξ
ℓu and B1ξ “ t2j, 2j ` 1 : j P ξ
ru ,
where, as before, the primed sets denote the appropriate complements. The re-
stricted possibility for cups and caps in alternating objects means that every mor-
phism p2m,Evmq Ñ p2n,Evnq must be of the form pAξ, Bξq for some ξ : m Ñ n
in ∆. So the functor Θ5,5 : ∆Ñ Dpr is fully faithful. A similar analysis applies to
the other three hom categories of Adj yielding:
Proposition 7. The pseudofunctor Θ (4.9) is locally fully faithful.
We can say this differently if Dpr is given and Adj is to be obtained. Take the
free category J on the directed graph
‚
´
))
˛,
`
hh
regarded as a locally discrete 2-category. Then Adj is obtained by factoring the
2-functor J Ñ ΣDpr, which takes the morphisms ´ to ´ and ` to `, into a
2-functor J Ñ Adj which is bijective on both objects and 1-morphisms, and a
functor AdjÑ ΣDpr which is locally fully faithful.
5 Interlude on iterated duals
Let Λ denote a set equipped with a partial endofunction σ : Λá Λ such that
a. σs “ σt implies s “ t;
b. σns “ s for some s implies n “ 0.
Let Λ˚ be the set of words s “ s1s2 . . . sk in the alphabet Λ. Let
| ´ | : Λ˚ Ñ N, s ÞÑ k
take a word to its length. Put xky “ t1, 2, . . . , ku.
An interval I in xky is an s-cup [respectively, s-cap] when it has even cardinality
and sn “ σsm [respectively, sm “ σsn] whenever m ă n are both in I and
#tx P I : x ď mu “ #tx P I : n ď xu .
We put mY “ n [respectively, mX “ n] in this situation. We will use the definition
of snaking and cobbers as in Section 3.
The goal in this section is to define the free monoidal category DpΛ, σq contain-
ing the elements of Λ as objects in such a way that s % σs for all s P Λ on which
σ is defined. First we give some examples.
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Example. 0. Λ arbitrary and σ with empty domain. Then DpΛ, σq is the free
monoidal category (discrete Λ˚) on the set Λ.
1. Λ “ t´,`u, σ´ “ ` and σ` undefined. Then DpΛ, σq “ Dpr as in Section 3.
2. Λ “ N and σn “ n ` 1 for all natural numbers n. Then DpΛ, σq is the free
monoidal category Dseq containing a duality sequence X0 % X1 % X2 % . . .
of objects. Equally, DpΛ, σq is the free right autonomous monoidal category
Dseq generated by a single object. A geometric model can be derived as in
Section 2. The objects are words of natural numbers and composition leads
to diagrams of the form shown in (5.11) for morphisms
2Ñ 2 4 3 1 0 2 3 1 2Ñ 2 4 3.
3. Λ “ Z and σn “ n`1 for all integers n. Then DpΛ, σq is the free autonomous
monoidal category on a single generating object. Equally, DpΛ, σq is the free
monoidal category Dseq containing a doubly infinite string of object dualities
¨ ¨ ¨ % X´2 % X´1 % X0 % X1 % X2 % . . . .
4. Consider an arbitrary set Λ with an element J P Λ, such that σ is only
defined on J , and set Π :“ ΛztσJu. Then DpΛ, σq is C rJ_s as defined in
Section 6 for C :“ Π˚.
2 4 3 1 0 2 3 1 2
2 4 3
2
(5.11)
We now describe combinatorially the monoidal category DpΛ, σq in general.
The objects are the elements of Λ˚.
A morphism pA,Bq : s Ñ t in DpΛ, σq consists of subsets A Ď x|s|y and
B Ď x|t|y such that
(i) #A “ #B,
(ii) for all cobbers a P A and b P B, sa “ tb,
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(iii) the complement A1 “ x|s|yzA is a union of s-cups in x|s|y,
(iv) the complement B1 “ x|t|yzB is a union of t-caps in x|t|y.
The identity morphism of s is px|s|y, x|s|yq : sÑ s.
The composite
`
x|s|y
pE,F q
ÝÝÝÑ x|u|y
˘
“
`
x|s|y
pA,Bq
ÝÝÝÑ x|t|y
pC,Dq
ÝÝÝÑ x|u|y
˘
is defined by
E “ tx P A : the cobber y P B of x has y ùB1XC1 y
1 with y1 P Cu
Y tx1 P A : the cobber y1 P B of x1 has y ùB1XC1 y
1 with y P Cu
and
F “ tz P D : the cobber y P C of z has y ùB1XC1 y
1 with y1 P Bu
Y tz1 P D : the cobber y1 P C of z1 has y ùB1XC1 y
1 with y P Bu .
The intersection of the two sets whose union gives the definition of E contains
precisely those x P A whose cobber y P B is also in C. The intersection of the two
sets whose union is F contains precisely those z P D whose cobber y P C is also in
B. The sets E and F have the same cardinality: the cobber in F of an x P E in
the first set of the union is the cobber in D of the y1 P C while the cobber in F of
an x1 P E in the second set of the union is the cobber in D of the y P C.
The complement E1 of E is a union of s-cups; indeed, we have the disjoint
union
E1 “ A1 Y tx, x1 P A : the cobbers y, y1 P B of x, x1 have y ùB1XC1 y
1 u .
Similarly,
F 1 “ D1 Y tz, z1 P D : the cobbers y, y1 P C of z, z1 have y ùB1XC1 y
1 u .
The tensor product for DpΛ, σq is defined by juxtaposition sbu “ su on objects.
Note that |su| “ |s| ` |u| and so x|su|y is the ordinal sum x|s|y ` x|u|y. So
ps
pA,Bq
ÝÝÝÑ tq b pu
pC,Dq
ÝÝÝÑ vq “ psu
pA`C,B`Dq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ tvq .
The unit I for this tensor product is of course the word of length 0.
For each a P Λ at which σ is defined we have a duality a % σa in DpΛ, σq where
we are identifying elements of Λ with elements of Λ˚ as the one letter words. Put
ε “ p∅,∅q : ab σaÑ I and η “ p∅,∅q : I Ñ σab a. It is an easy exercise in the
definition of composition in DpΛ, σq to see that the composites (1.1) (with X “ a
and Y “ σa) are identities. So indeed a % σa.
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Proposition 8. The only invertible morphisms in DpΛ, σq are identities.
As in Section 3, we call elementary those morphisms in DpΛ, σq of the form
p∅,∅q : sÑ u
where |s| and |t| are not both 0. Proposition 5 generalizes.
Proposition 9. Every morphism of DpΛ, σq is uniquely of the form
f1 b e1 b f2 b e2 b . . .b ek´1 b fk
where f1, . . . , fk are identity morphisms and e1, . . . , ek´1 are elementary morphisms.
Proposition 10. For any strict monoidal category V and any family pXaqaPΛ of
objects of V with chosen dualities Xa % Xσa, there exists a unique strict monoidal
functor Φ : DpΛ, σq ÝÑ V such that Φa “ Xa for all a P Λ and Φ maps the
dualities a % σa to the chosen dualities Xa % Xσa.
Remark 11. If a P Λ is in the domain of σ then the monoidal full subcategory of
DpΛ, σq, whose objects are the words in letters a and σa, is equivalent to Dpr.
6 Construction of C rJ_s
We write rms for the set t0, 1, . . . ,mu and Bi : rm ´ 1s Ñ rms for the order-
preserving injective function whose image does not contain i.
Let J be an object of the strict monoidal category C .
At this stage we only discuss the objects of the desired strict monoidal category
C rJ_s and their tensor product, by introducing the corresponding monoid. Let G0
be the set of functions U : rms Ñ obC . Objects of C are identified with functions
r0s Ñ obC . For another V : rns Ñ obC , the ‘tensor product’ U b V : rm ` ns Ñ
obC is defined by
pU b V qi “
$&
%
Ui for i ă m
Um b V0 for i “ m
Vi´m for i ą m .
(6.12)
We thus obtain a monoid pG0,b, Iq since
Ib U “ U “ U b I , pU b V q bW “ U b pV bW q .
We will already refer to elements of G0 as the ‘objects of C rJ
_s’.
An object of C rJ_s of special interest is
J_ : r1s Ñ obC , J_0 “ J
_
1 “ I .
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Then we see that each object U of C rJ_s is uniquely decomposable in the form
U “ U0 b J
_ b U1 b J
_ b . . .b J_ b Um (6.13)
with U0, U1, . . . , Um P C .
Now we will describe a directed graph G “ pG0,G1q. We introduce two symbols
J b J_
ε
ÝÑ I and I
η
ÝÑ J_ b J .
For each morphism f : C Ñ D of C , we introduce a symbol f¯ : C Ñ D. These
symbols ε, η and the f¯ will be called the primitive edges of G . The general edges
of G are the whiskered primitive edges: that is, those of the form
U bAb V
UbpbV
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ U bB b V (6.14)
where U, V P G0, A
p
ÝÑ B is primitive, and the tensor in U b pb V is formal. For a
general edge (6.14) and T,W P G0, define
T b pU b pb V q bW “ pT b Uq b pb pV bW q
where T b U and V bW are (tensor) products in G0.
In the free category FG on the graph G , if ℓ “ ak . . . a1 with ai P G1, we put
U b ℓb V “ pU b ak b V q . . . pU b a1 b V q.
We introduce the following relations on morphisms of FG , where C,D,E, F P
C and U, V,W,X, Y, Z P G0:
(i) for f P C pC,Dq,
pE b C b F
ĞEbfbF q
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ E bD b F q „ pE b C b F
Ebf¯bF
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ E bD b F q
(ii) for f P C pC,Dq, g P C pD,Eq,
pC
Ď1CÝÝÑ Cq „ pC 1CÝÝÑ Cq and pC ĎgfÝÑ Eq „ pC f¯ÝÑ D g¯ÝÑ Eq
(iii) for all edges U
a
ÝÑ V,W
b
ÝÑ X of G ,
pU bW
abW
ÝÝÝÑ V bW
Vbb
ÝÝÝÑ V bXq „ pU bW
Ubb
ÝÝÝÑ U bX
abX
ÝÝÝÑ V bXq
(iv) pJ
JbηbI
ÝÝÝÝÑ J b J_ b J
pIbεbJq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Jq „ 1J
(v) pJ_
pIbηbJ_q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ J_ b J b J_
J_bεbI
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ J_q „ 1J_
(vi) if ℓ „ ℓ1 is any of the relations in (i)-(v), then
Y b ℓb Z „ Y b ℓ1 b Z .
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Put C rJ_s “ FG { „ as a category. We write JℓK : U Ñ V for the equivalence
class of a morphism ℓ : U Ñ V in FG .
Put TbJℓKbW “ JTbℓbW K. We can write JaKbJbK : UbW Ñ V bX for the
equivalence class of both sides of relation (iii), and this extends by composition to
morphisms of FG in place of a, b. It is because of (i), (ii), (iii) and (vi) that C rJ_s
is strict monoidal under b with unit I and the inclusion functor Ω : C Ñ C rJ_s,
defined by ΩC “ C,Ωf “ Jf¯K, is strict monoidal. By virtue of (iv) and (v), we
have J % J_ in C rJ_s, and we will write the counit and unit as ε and η rather
than JεK and JηK.
7 Universality of C rJ_s
Let us define a 2-category sJ. The objects pC , Jq are strict monoidal categories C
equipped with a distinguished object J P C . The 1-morphisms pF, φq : pC , Jq Ñ
pC 1, J 1q consist of a strict monoidal functor F : C Ñ C 1 equipped with an isomor-
phism φ : FJ – J 1 in C 1. The 2-morphisms σ : pF, φq ñ pG,ψq : pC , Jq Ñ pC 1, J 1q
are monoidal natural transformations σ : F ñ G : C Ñ C 1 such that ψ ˝ σJ “ φ.
Let us also define a 2-category sJ_. The objects pC , J,K, εq are strict monoidal
categories C equipped with a distinguished duality J % K with its counit ε. The
1-morphisms pF, φq : pC , J,K, εq Ñ pC 1, J 1,K 1, ε1q consist of a strict monoidal
functor F : C Ñ C 1 equipped with an isomorphism φ : FJ – J 1 in C 1; notice then
that the mate of φ´1 is an isomorphism FK – K 1. The 2-morphisms σ : pF, φq ñ
pG,ψq : pC , J,K, εq Ñ pC 1, J 1,K 1, ε1q are monoidal natural transformations σ :
F ñ G : C Ñ C 1 such that ψ ˝ σJ “ φ.
There is a forgetful 2-functor sU : sJ_ Ñ sJ taking σ : pF, φq ñ pG,ψq :
pC , J,K, εq Ñ pC 1, J 1,K 1, ε1q to σ : pF, φq ñ pG,ψq : pC , Jq Ñ pC 1, J 1q.
Proposition 12. The 2-functor sU : sJ_ Ñ sJ has a left biadjoint whose value at
pC , Jq is pC rJ_s, J, J_, εq. Moreover, Ω : pC , Jq Ñ pC rJ_s, Jq is the component
of the unit of the biadjunction.
Proof. Using (6.13) and the nature of the relations (i)-(vi), we will prove that
restriction along Ω defines an equivalence of categories
sJ_ppC rJ
_s, J, J_, εq, pX ,H,K,αqq » sJppC , Jq, pX ,Hqq (7.15)
which is surjective on objects. To prove this surjectivity, take a strict monoidal
functor F : C Ñ X and φ : FJ – H. Let β : I Ñ KbH be the unit corresponding
to the counit α for the duality H % K. Then α1 “ α˝pφbKq and β1 “ pKbφ´1q˝β
are counit and unit for a duality FJ % K. We can define a graph morphism
F 1 : G Ñ X by
U ÞÑ FU0 bK b FU1 bK b . . .bK b FUm
ε ÞÑ α1, η ÞÑ β1, f ÞÑ Ff, pU, p, V q ÞÑ F 1U b F 1pb F 1V
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which we can immediately extend to a functor Fˆ : FG Ñ X by the universal
property of the domain free category. Relations (i)-(iii) and (vi) are preserved by
Fˆ since F is strict monoidal; relations (iv)-(v) are preserved since α1 and β1 are
counit and unit for FJ % K. So a functor F¯ : C rJ_s Ñ X is induced. Notice that
F 1 is a monoid morphism on the monoids of vertices of G and the underlying graph
of X under tensor. With this, relations (iii) then imply that F¯ is strict monoidal.
By construction, we have F “ F¯Ω. We also have φ : F¯ J “ FJ – H.
It remains to prove that restriction along Ω gives the fullness and faithfulness
required for (7.15). Take pF, φq, pG,ψq : pC rJ_s, J, J_, εq Ñ pX ,H,K, εq in sJ_
and a monoidal natural transformation σ : FΩ ñ GΩ : C Ñ X with ψ ˝ σJ “ φ.
We need to see that there is a unique σ¯ : pF, φq ñ pG,ψq with σ¯Ω “ σ.
Since σ¯ is to be monoidal and natural, we have commutativity of
FJ b FJ_
Fε //
σJbσ¯J_

I
1I

GJ bGJ_
Gε1
// I
which shows that σ¯J_ is forced to be the mate of σ
´1
J “ φ
´1 ˝ψ. With this, we are
now forced to put
σ¯U “ σU0 b σ¯J_ b σU1 b σ¯J_ b . . .b σ¯J_ b σUm .
With this as definition, the monoidality condition is obvious and naturality at
equivalence classes of primitive morphisms is straightforward. We have the desired
unique extension σ¯.
Let us define a 2-category J. The objects pC , Jq are monoidal categories C
equipped with a distinguished object J P C . The 1-morphisms pF, φq : pC , Jq Ñ
pC 1, J 1q consist of a strong monoidal functor F : C Ñ C 1 equipped with an isomor-
phism φ : FJ – J 1 in C 1. The 2-morphisms σ : pF, φq ñ pG,ψq : pC , Jq Ñ pC 1, J 1q
are monoidal natural transformations σ : F ñ G : C Ñ C 1 such that ψ ˝ σJ “ φ.
Predictably, we also define a 2-category J_. It is the full sub-2-category of J
consisting of those objects pC , Jq for which the distinguished object J has a right
dual. Let U : J_ Ñ J be the inclusion 2-functor.
Corollary 13. The 2-functor U : J_ Ñ J has a left biadjoint whose value at pC , Jq
is pC rJ_s, Jq. Moreover, Ω : pC , Jq Ñ pC rJ_s, Jq is the component of the unit of
the biadjunction.
Proof. This is a standard consequence of Proposition 12 when dealing with flexible
categorical structures.
Remark 14. Consider the case where C is the free strict monoidal category on
a single generating object; that is, it is the discrete category N with addition as
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tensor product. Take J to be the natural number 1. We write Nr1_s for C rJ_s
in this case. Objects of Nr1_s can be identified with plane rooted trees of height
2 (in the sense of [2]) and having at least one edge attached to the root. Tensor
product in terms of rooted trees is as shown in diagram (7.16).
b “ (7.16)
Notice that Nr1_s and the skeletal version of the monoidal category Dpr have the
same universal property: strict monoidal functors from it into a strict monoidal
category X are in bijection with duality pairs in X . So the monoids of objects
should be isomorphic. The monoid of objects of this Dpr is the free monoid t´,`u˚
on two symbols. It is easy to see directly that the monoid morphism γ : t´,`u˚ Ñ
Nr1_s defined by
γp´q “ γp`q “
is bijective.
8 Fullness of Ω : C Ñ C rJ_s
Proposition 15. The inclusion functor Ω : C Ñ C rJ_s is full.
Proof. Suppose ℓ : C Ñ D is a morphism in C rJ_s with C,D P C . If ℓ has a
representative path that passes through no vertex with a J_ factor then relations
(i), (ii), (iii) imply that ℓ “ JfK for some f P C pC,Dq. The only way that factors
J_ can be created in vertices in the path is by using the primitive edge η and the
only way they can be removed is by using the primitive edge ε. So suppose our
path representing ℓ has a vertex with a J_ factor. Then there must be an edge in
the path of the form U b V
UbηbV
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ U b J_ b J b V . In order that the created
J_ in the target can be removed, the path must continue on as
U b J_ b J b V
abJ_bb
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ X b J b J_ bW
XbεbW
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ X bW .
However, using relations (ii) and (iii), we have
pX b εbW qpab J_ b bqpU b η b V q
„ pX b εbW qpX b J b J_ b bqpab J b V qpU b η b V q
„ pX b bqpX b εb J b V qpX b J b η b V qpab V q .
Invoking relation (iv), we are left with U b V
abV
ÝÝÝÑ X b J b V
Xbb
ÝÝÝÑ X bW . By
induction, any path containing edges involving an η is related to one not involving
any. We are back to the first sentence of the proof. This proves Ω is full.
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Remark 16. Relation (v) was not used in this proof.
9 Faithfulness of Ω : C Ñ C rJ_s
Recall the bicategory Mod of categories and modules (called “bimodules” by Law-
vere [12] and “distributors” by Bénabou [3]) between them. The objects are small
categories. The hom categories are presheaf categories:
ModpA ,Bq “ rBop ˆA ,Sets .
Composition is tensor product of modules:
pN bB MqpC,Aq “
ż B
MpB,Aq ˆNpC,Bq .
The identity module of A will be denotedHA and is the hom presheaf: HA pA
1, Aq “
A pA1, Aq. All right liftings and right extensions exist in the bicategory Mod. For
every functor F : A Ñ B, we obtain a module F˚ : A Ñ B and a module
F ˚ : B Ñ A with an adjunction F˚ % F
˚ in the bicategory Mod; we have
F˚pB,Aq “ BpB,FAq and F
˚pA,Bq “ BpFA,Bq .
So then we have, for each category C , a closed monoidal category ModpC ,C q;
the tensor product is bC with unit HC . If C is monoidal then each object C P C
determines a functor X b´ : C Ñ C and so a duality
pX b´q˚ % pX b´q
˚
in the monoidal category ModpC ,C q. This leads to the Cayley functor
Υ : C Ñ ModpC ,C q (9.17)
defined by
ΥXpZ, Y q “ pX b´q˚pZ, Y q “ C pZ,X b Y q ,
while the effect on homs is the function
Υ : C pX,X 1q Ñ
ż
Z,Y
rC pZ,X b Y q,C pZ,X 1 b Y qs
taking X
f
ÝÑ X 1 to the family of functions C pZ,X b Y q
C pZ,fbY q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C pZ,X 1 b Y q.
So Υ is faithful and conservative.
We also have
Υ_XpZ, Y q “ pX b´q˚pZ, Y q “ C pX b Z, Y q
and the duality
ΥX % Υ_X
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in ModpC ,C q.
What is more, Υ is strong monoidal. We have
ΥIpZ, Y q “ C pZ, Ib Y q “ HC pZ, Y q
and
pΥX bC ΥY qpC,Eq “
ż D
pΥY qpD,Eq ˆ pΥXqpC,Dq
“
ż D
C pD,Y b Eq ˆ C pC,X bDq – C pC,X b Y bEq
“ ΥpX b Y q .
By Corollary 13, there exists a strong monoidal functor
Γ : C rJ_s Ñ ModpC ,C q (9.18)
such that ΓΩ – Υ and Γ preserves the duality J % J_; so ΓJ_ “ Υ_J and
Γη : HC ñ Υ
_J bC ΥJ is such that triangle (9.19) commutes for all X,Z P obC .
C pX,Zq
Jb´
''P
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
Γη
//
şY C pJ bX,Y q ˆ C pY, J b Zq
–
tt✐✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
✐
C pJ bX,J b Zq
(9.19)
Theorem 17. The inclusion functor Ω : C Ñ C rJ_s is fully faithful.
Proof. Since ΓΩ – Υ, the fact that Υ is faithful implies Ω is too. We already know
that Ω is full by Proposition 15.
10 Coends for some homs of C rJ_s
Some of the hom sets of C rJ_s can be expressed as iterated coends over C , namely
those which hom into or out of an object of C .
Take objects U : rms Ñ obC and V : rns Ñ obC .
For m “ n “ 0, by Theorem 17, we have
C rJ_spU, V q – C pU0, V0q . (10.20)
For m ą 0, n “ 0, there is a function
ż XPC
C rJ_spUBm,X b Jq ˆ C pX b Um, V0q
ζm,0
ÝÝÝÑ C rJ_spU, V q (10.21)
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taking the equivalence class of pUBm
f
ÝÑ X b J,X b Um
g
ÝÑ V0q to the composite
U “ UBm b J
_ b Um
fb1b1
ÝÝÝÝÑ X b J b J_ b Um
1bεb1
ÝÝÝÝÑ X b Um
g
ÝÑ V0 “ V .
For m “ 0, n ą 0, there is a functionż Y PC
C pU0, V0 b Y q ˆ C rJ
_spJ b Y, V B0q
ζ0,n
ÝÝÑ C rJ_spU, V q (10.22)
taking the equivalence class of pU0
f
ÝÑ V0 b Y, J b Y
g
ÝÑ V B0q to the composite
U “ U0
f
ÝÑ V0 b Y
1bηb1
ÝÝÝÝÑ V0 b J
_ b J b Y
1b1bg
ÝÝÝÝÑ V0 b J
_ b V B0 “ V .
For m ą 0, n ą 0, there is a functionż X,Y PC
C rJ_spUBm,X b Jq ˆ C pX b Um, V0 b Y q ˆ C rJ
_spJ b Y, V B0q
ζm,n
ÝÝÝÑ C rJ_spU, V q
(10.23)
taking the equivalence class of pUBm
f
ÝÑ X b J,X b Um
g
ÝÑ V0 b Y, J b Y
h
ÝÑ V B0q
to the composite
U “ UBm b J
_ b Um
fb1b1
ÝÝÝÝÑ X b J b J_ b Um
1bεb1
ÝÝÝÝÑ X b Um
g
ÝÑ V0 b Y
1bηb1
ÝÝÝÝÑ V0 b J
_ b J b Y
1b1bh
ÝÝÝÝÑ V0 b J
_ b V B0 “ V .
Notice that ζm,n (10.23) is definitely not surjective in general. For example, in
the case of Nr1_s as in Remark 14, the coend is empty for U “ V “ 1_. More
generally, for most morphisms of the form f : J bX Ñ Y b J in C , the composite
X b J_
ηb1b1
ÝÝÝÝÑ J_ b J bX b J_
1bfb1
ÝÝÝÝÑ J_ b Y b J b J_
1b1bε
ÝÝÝÝÑ J_ b Y
will not be in the image of ζm,n.
We claim that ζm,n is invertible when either m or n is 0.
Let us look at the case of ζ0,n. We begin by relating its domain to the functor
Γ of (9.18). If A P C and W : rps Ñ C in C rJ_s then
pΓW qpA, Iq
“ pΓW0 bC ΓJ
_ bC ΓW1 bC ΓJ
_ bC . . .bC ΓWpqpA, Iq
“ pΥW0 bC Υ
_J bC ΥW1 bC Υ
_J bC . . .bC ΥWpqpA, Iq (10.24)
–
ż Y1...YpPC
C pA,W0 b Y1q ˆ C pJ b Y1,W1 b Y2q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ C pJ b Yp,Wpq
where the last step involves the coend form of the Yoneda Lemma andWpbI “Wp.
Define the function
ζ0,‚ : ΓW pA, Iq ÝÑ C rJ
_spA,W q (10.25)
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to be the composite of the isomorphism (10.24) with the function which takes the
equivalence class of
pA
f0
ÝÑW0 b Y1, J b Y1
f1
ÝÑW1 b Y2, . . . , J b Yp
fp
ÝÑ Wpq
to the composite ζ0,‚rf0, f1, . . . , fps :“
A
f0ÝÑW0 b Y1
1bηb1
ÝÝÝÝÑW0 b J
_ b J b Y1
1b1bf2ÝÝÝÝÝÑW0 b J
_ bW1 b Y2 Ñ . . .
1bηb1
ÝÝÝÝÑWBp b J
_ b J b Yp
1bfp
ÝÝÝÑW .
It is clear that the above is well-defined and moreoever, the functions (10.25) are
the components of a natural transformation
C rJ_s
Ω˜ %%▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
Γ // ModpC ,C q
EvIww♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
ks
ζ0,‚
rC op,Sets
(10.26)
where Ω˜W “ C rJ_spΩ´,W q and EvIM “Mp´, Iq.
Theorem 18. The natural transformation ζ0,‚ in (10.26) is invertible.
Proof. We will show that the composite ζ 10,‚ :“
C rJ_spA,W q
Γ
ÝÑ
ż
X,Z
rC pX,Ab Zq,ΓW pX,Zqs –
ż
Z
ΓW pAb Z,Zq
EvIÝÝÑ ΓW pA, Iq
is the inverse to ζ0,‚. The composite
C rJ_spA,W q
ζ1
0,‚
ÝÝÑ ΓW pA, Iq
ζ0,‚
ÝÝÑ C rJ_spA,W q
is natural in W and so, by Yoneda, is determined by the value at the identity of
W “ A under the composite
C rJ_spA,Aq
ζ1
0,‚
ÝÝÑ C pA,Aq
ζ0,‚
ÝÝÑ C rJ_spA,Aq .
The composite takes 1A to itself yielding ζ0,‚ ˝ ζ
1
0,‚ “ 1C rJ_spA,W q.
We now look at the composite
ΓW pA, Iq
ζ0,‚
ÝÝÑ C rJ_spA,W q
ζ1
0,‚
ÝÝÑ ΓW pA, Iq
as transported across the isomorphism (10.24). (Abusing notation, we use the
same symbols for the transported functions.) This is performed by applying Γ
to the morphism ζ0,‚rf0, f1, . . . , fps which involves morphisms in the image of
Ω and the morphism η in C rJ_s. Making use of ΓΩ “ Υ, strong monoidality
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of Γ and the value of Γ on η as given by (9.19), we see with some effort that
ζ 10,‚ζ0,‚rf0, f1, . . . , fps “ rf0, f1, . . . , fps, as required.
It may be helpful for us to give more detail in the case p “ 1 to indicate what
is involved in general. We need to show that the composite
ż Y PC
C pA,B b Y q ˆ C pJ b Y,Cq
ζ0,1
ÝÝÑ C rJ_spA,B b J_ b Cq
Γ
ÝÑ
ż
X,Z
”
C pX,Ab Zq,
ż Y1,Y2
C pX,B b Y1q ˆ C pJ b Y1, Y2q ˆ C pY2, C b Zq
ı
–
ÝÑ
ż
Z
ż Y1
C pAb Z,B b Y1q ˆ C pJ b Y1, J bC b Zq
EvIÝÝÑ
ż Y PC
C pA,B b Y q ˆ C pJ b Y,Cq
is the identity. (It is actually possible in this p “ 1 case to use Yoneda to check
only that, taking A “ B b Y and J b Y “ C, the equivalence class of p1A, 1Cq
goes to itself. However, this possibility is not fully available for p ą 1.) Take
rA
f
ÝÑ B b Y, J b Y
g
ÝÑ Cs in the domain. Under ζ0,1 it goes to the composite
A
f
ÝÑ BbY
1bηb1
ÝÝÝÝÑ Bb J_b J b Y
1b1bg
ÝÝÝÝÑ Bb J_bC. So the component of the
natural transformation Γζ0,1rf, gs at pX,Zq is the composite
C pX,Ab Zq
C p1,fb1q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C pX,B b Y b Zq
Γp1bηb1q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑż Y1,Y2
C pX,B b Y1q ˆ C pJ b Y1, J b Y2q ˆ C pY2, Y b Zq
–
ÝÑ
ż Y1
C pX,B b Y1q ˆ C pJ b Y1, J b Y b Zq
1ˆC p1,gb1q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
ż Y1
C pX,B b Y1q ˆ C pJ b Y1, C b Zq
which, using (9.19), corresponds to the element
prAb Z
fb1
ÝÝÑ B b Y b Z, J b Y b Z
gb1
ÝÝÑ C b ZsqZ
of ż
Z
ż Y1
C pAb Z,B b Y1q ˆ C pJ b Y1, J b C b Zq .
The component at the index Z “ I is our original rA
f
ÝÑ B b Y, J b Y
g
ÝÑ Cs.
Corollary 19. The morphism ζ0,n (10.22) is invertible for all n ą 0.
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Proof. Using Theorem 18 twice, we obtain isomorphisms
ż Y PC
C pU0, V0 b Y q ˆ C rJ
_spJ b Y, V B0q
–
ż Y PC
C pU0, V0 b Y q ˆ ΓpV B0qpJ b Y, Iq
–
ż Y,Y 1PC
pΓV0qpU0, Y q ˆ pΓJ
_qpY, Y 1q ˆ ΓpV B0qpY
1, Iq
– ΓpV0 b J
_ b V B0qpU0, Iq – ΓV pU0, Iq
– C rJ_spU, V q
whose composite is ζ0,n.
Similarly, we have functions ΓUpI, Aq Ñ C rJ_spU,ΩAq which are the compo-
nents of a natural isomorphism
C rJ_s
Ω: %%▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
Γ // ModpC ,C q
Ev1
Iww♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
ks
ζ‚,0
rC ,Setsop
(10.27)
where Ω:W “ C rJ_spW,Ω´q and Ev1
I
M “MpI,´q.
11 C rJ_s from Nr1_s » Dpr
We use the notation of Remark 14. The (bicategorical) initial object of J is pN, 1q
while that of J_ is pNr1
_s, 1q. For any pC , Jq P J_, we write J
_ for a choice of
right dual for J .
Binary (bicategorical) coproduct in J will be denoted by
pC , Jq
in1ÝÝÑ pC `N D , Jq
in2ÐÝÝ pD ,Kq .
We point out that, if either J P C or K P D has a right dual then J P C `N D has
a right dual.
Proposition 20. For each object pC , Jq P J, there is an equivalence
pC rJ_s, Jq » pNr1_s `N C , 1q
in J_.
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Proof. Take pX ,Kq P J_. We have pseudonatural equivalences
J_ppNr1
_s `N C , 1q, pX ,Kqq
» JppNr1_s `N C , 1q, pX ,Kqq
» JppNr1_s, 1q, pX ,Kqq ˆ JppC , Jq, pX ,Kqq
» 1ˆ JppC , Jq, pX ,Kqq » JppC , Jq, pX ,Kqq
» J_ppC rJ
_s, Jq, pX ,Kqq .
The result now follows using the bicategorical Yoneda lemma [17].
12 A comment on enriched versions
For brevity we did not pursue the enriched version of our results. In this section
we briefly comment on the K-linear setting, for a commutative ring K. We say
that a category is monoidal K-linear if it comes equipped with a K-linear and a
monoidal structure where ´b´ is K-linear in each variable.
Starting from a K-linear monoidal category C and J P C , Section 6 still gives
us a monoid pG0,b, Iq and graph G “ pG0,G1q. Then we can form the free K-linear
category FKG on the graph. Morphisms in FKG are formalK-linear combinations
of morphisms in FG . We then consider the same relations (i)-(vi) from Section 6
on FKG as we did on FG with only modification that (i) needs to be extended to
E b pλf ` µgq b F „ λE b f¯ b F ` µE b g¯ b F,
for λ, µ P K and f, g P C pC,Dq. We then denote again by C rJ_s the correspond-
ing quotient category of FKG . That C rJ
_s is K-linear monoidal such that the
canonical strict monoidal functor C Ñ C rJ_s (which now is K-linear) satisfies the
corresponding universal property follows exactly as before. Also the proof of the
fullness of C Ñ C rJ_s carries over verbatim. The constructions in Section 9 are
written such that the enriched version is obtained by trivial replacement of the
category Set. In particular ModpC ,C q can be defined as the category of functors
from C op ˆ C to the category of K-modules which are K-linear in each variable,
or as K-linear functors from C op bK C . Consequently C Ñ C rJ
_s is still fully
faithful. Furthermore, the technique in Section 10 shows for instance that we get
an isomorphism of K-modulesż XPC
C rJ_spUBm,X b Jq bK C pX b Um, V q
–
ÝÑ C rJ_spU, V q,
for V P obC and U : rms Ñ obC .
Note that the definition of C rJ_s in general actually depends on whether we
view C as a K-linear category or not. For instance, if J has an endomorphism
which is not a scalar multiple of the identity, the set of morphisms I Ñ J_ b J
depends on which definition we use.
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13 A comment on autonomisation
We briefly justify our focus on the adjoining of one (right) dual. Firstly, we can
define C r_Js similarly to C rJ_s by adjoining a left dual. In particular we can set
C r_Js “ pC revrJ_sqrev, where ´rev denotes the reverse of a monoidal category,
which switches the order of the tensor product. Using the explicit model of our
categories C rJ_s and via the principle of transfinite induction we can then con-
struct an autonomous category from any strict monoidal category as a direct limit
by iteratively adjoining left and right duals.
It is instructive to break up the above procedure in two steps. In a first step
we can adjoin all iterated left and right duals of a given object in a strict monoidal
category. Just as in Section 11 one observes that this is actually a pseudopushout
with respect to the free autonomous monoidal category on a single object of Ex-
ample 3 in Section 5. Now we can construct an autonomous category from a small
strict monoidal category C by iteratively adjoining (at once) all duals of a given
object along a well-order on obC .
We denote the category obtained in the above procedure by AutonC . It follows
from Theorem 17 and standard techniques that the canonical monoidal functor
C Ñ AutonC is fully faithful. Furthermore, by construction and Corollary 13, the
functor C Ñ AutonC is universal in the sense that it yields an equivalence between
the categories of strong monoidal functors from C and AutonC to any autonomous
monoidal category. All of the above remains true in the K-linear setting.
——————————————————–
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